INTRODUCTION

PRISONERS AND RANSOMS

The fate of prisoners of war in the Middle Ages is intimately connected with the growth of the practice of ransoming. Ransoming has been practised since time immemorial.¹ But while in former times it was only one fate amongst many, and not necessarily the preferred option — indiscriminate slaughter, enslavement or mutilation seem to have been more common — the situation changed in the Middle Ages. It has been argued that the Christian doctrine encouraged the Christian community to free or to ransom its fellow believers.² There is still debate amongst historians as to when widespread recognition and acceptance of ransoming occurred in medieval Europe. Two opposing interpretations have been put forward. For Matthew Strickland and John Gillingham, the transition took place in northern France in the tenth and eleventh centuries.³ These historians

¹ For the treatment of prisoners in ancient Greece, see P. Ducrey, Le Traitement des prisonniers de guerre dans la Grèce antique (Paris, 1968); see also P. Sabin, H. van Wees and M. Whitby, The Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare, 2 vols. (Cambridge, 2007), vol. i, pp. 181, 396–7, 415, 459, 511. Ducrey (p. 270) argues that once Rome was involved in the eastern Mediterranean, exchanges of prisoners, which took place between Greek cities, were no longer practised. It must be noted, however, that the practice of ransoming was not totally unfamiliar in early Roman history, see E. Levy, Captivus redemptus, Classical Philology, 38 (1943), 159–76, at pp. 160–1. For various fates of prisoners in ancient Rome, see Sabin et al., The Cambridge History of Greek and Roman Warfare, vol. ii, pp. 140, 200–1, 299, 371.


associate the foundations and emergence of ransoming with the development and diffusion of the chivalric ethos in that period. Strickland suggests that several decisive factors played a part in this process. Warfare was confined to conflicts between rival Frankish dynasties or to small-scale local skirmishing between rival nobles within the limit of the *regnum*; since enslavement of prisoners was not practised between Christians, these internal wars within the Frankish nobility encouraged some form of leniency in the treatment of prisoners of war. Dissemination of the practice of ransoming as the preferred option is likely to be linked with this increased political fragmentation and the rise of castle-based warfare; this required financial resources for the construction and defence of castles, which made rapid conquest more difficult. Prisoners were therefore seen as offering opportunities to make profits in a context that also created more favourable circumstances for negotiations. The payment of a ransom was facilitated by the growing availability of coins in a developing monetary economy.

This theory, however, is not universally accepted. Yvonne Friedman contests the late evidence on which it is based. For her there is no clear sign of the inception of chivalric mores before the twelfth century. She sees the adoption of the practice of ransoming as occurring during the Third Crusade, arguing that before that time crusaders (Franks) showed no willingness to ransom captives.4 The turning point for Friedman is the battle of Hattin in 1187. As she puts it, ‘when almost the entire fighting force of the Latin Kingdom fell into captivity the image of captivity was bound to change.’5 From that point onwards, crusaders adopted the practices of ransoming and prisoner exchange which were already established in the Muslim world. Writing in the 1960s, Colonel G. I. A. D. Draper had also considered the possibility of ‘borrowing’ from the war practices of the Muslims. He also speculated that the practice of ransoming might have entered western Europe gradually, long before the crusades, via the Eastern Empire of Byzantium which was regularly at war with the Muslims from the seventh century onwards.6 Matthew Strickland...
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has challenged the theory of ‘borrowing’ from the East, questioning the reliability of the sources used by Friedman which allege extensive massacres before the battle of Hattin, and reasserting the validity of his own sources and the arguments for the development and dissemination of the practice of ransoming from northern France.7 These debates will no doubt continue.

Jean Dunbabin has added an extra theoretical layer to these ideas. According to her, ‘in the course of the thirteenth century, the status of prisoner of war, which was tacitly acknowledged by the code of chivalry [through ransoming] had also found its theoretical foundation with the emergence of the notion of public war’.8 In other words, since only just wars were considered to be public wars proclaimed and waged by sovereign authorities, in her view,

it became possible to distinguish between the soldier who was doing his duty towards his sovereign and who was not therefore a criminal, and the soldiers participating in his lord’s feuds or seeking revenge on his neighbour or promoting his own personal gain, who might deserve punishment for his offences.9

Thus, by the end of the thirteenth century, knightly soldiers captured in public wars would normally enjoy the differentiated status of prisoners of war, which guaranteed their lives would be spared and their freedom regained through the payment of a ransom.

Another activity which was firmly grounded in the experience of warriors – the tournament – may have had a greater impact on the progress of the practice of ransoming within knightly mores. The rise of the tournament in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries is likely to have contributed to the establishment and codification of ransoming practices in the habits of combatants.10 Indeed, in this period, there were few rules to distinguish tournament from real battle, apart from the object of the tournament which was to capture and ransom, rather than to kill, knights. The code of conduct of the ‘game’ specified that the prisoner could not be held in captivity and was to be released as soon as he had agreed on the price of his ransom. Knights who felt themselves mistreated could seek redress from the great lords who acted as referees. All these rules, as we shall see, prefigure the ransom system as it applied during the course

8 Dunbabin, Captivity, p. 86.
9 Dunbabin, Captivity, p. 10.
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of the Hundred Years War. These last theories remain rather speculative, however. The causal link between the status of ‘prisoner of war’ and the emergence of the notion of the public war, and between the practices of tournaments and war, is never explicitly stated in the sources.

One of the attractions of the Hundred Years War for an in-depth examination of ransoms and prisoners of war is that the wealth of sources allows the historian to go beyond speculation in exploring the different aspects of this topic. Such sources allow the period to be studied in its own right without the need to bring in material from a later period, a problem which besets those writing on earlier periods. There is a danger of falling into a teleological argument, i.e. the interpretation of a fact or phenomenon in terms of its supposedly inevitable consequences. Although he does it very cautiously, Matthew Strickland, for example, investigates the law of arms in the eleventh and twelfth centuries using the hindsight of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, which are not only far better documented but also saw the constitution of a more formalised legal code of conduct in war.\footnote{M. Strickland, War and Chivalry: The Conduct and Perception of War in England and Normandy, 1066–1217 (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 31–54.} Any form of ‘logical’ evolution which is imposed needs to be identified and its validity questioned.

The late Middle Ages is usually seen as a period of transition between the feudal and chivalrous high Middle Ages, when war was an individual business, and the early modern period, when emerging modern states took a firm hold of the whole process. This paradigm, according to Philippe Contamine, is not appropriate in the case of prisoners and ransoms. In his comparison of evidence for the thirteenth century and for the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, he finds that the French crown interfered more persistently in the earlier period.\footnote{P. Contamine, ‘Un contrôle étatique croissant: les usages de la guerre du XIVe au XVIIIe siècle: ransoms et butins’, in P. Contamine, ed., Guerre et compétition entre les états européens du XIVe au XVIIIe siècle (Paris, 1998), pp. 199–236, at pp. 204–6.} Whilst he makes the observation based on a relatively small sample of evidence from the thirteenth century, a period when source materials are more exclusively royal and princely than in ensuing centuries, his remark is an important call for vigilance. It reminds us of the need to examine the sources closely and to be particularly careful in using appropriate terminology.

What was a prisoner of war in the time of the Hundred Years War? Interestingly, the phrase ‘prisoner of war’ seems to have made its first appearance in that very period both in its French form, ‘prisonnier de guerre’, and in its Latin form, ‘prisionarius de guerra’.\footnote{See the remark of Philippe Contamine in ‘Un contrôle étatique croissant’, p. 201. There is no reference to this phrase in Godofroy’s Dictionnaire de l’ancienne langue française et de tous ses dialectes www.cambridge.org© in this web service Cambridge University Press
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references that I have come across date to the 1420s. The first known reference involves a legal suit held in the Parlement of Paris (i.e. the Supreme Court of France) in 1424 in which Sir John Fastolf claimed Denis Sauvage as his ‘prisonnier de guerre’. Sauvage contested Fastolf’s claim on the ground that ‘il n’est point prisonnier de guerre et n’est pour suyvy que pour plegerie’ (he is not prisoner of war and is sued only for his acting as a surety for the payment of a ransom). Two years later, we learn in a letter of remission issued by the French royal chancellery of Henry VI in May 1426, that the English esquire William Godebec wondered whether the Norman prisoner who was in his hands could be considered as ‘prisonnier de guerre’, or whether he should be punished as a criminal. About two months later, the knight Sinador de Giresme and several other French soldiers told the Parlement of Paris that they had taken prisoner one Robert Parentis between Paris and Luzarchais, and while they were on their way with their ‘prisonarium de guerra’ to Saint-Benoît-sur-Loire, they were arrested and their prisoner seized from their hands. Finally, the English esquire John Stille declared to the English authorities in 1428 that he had considered Guillaume Leheux as ‘prisonnier de guerre’ because he had not sworn allegiance to the English king and because Leheux was captured while riding on a horse along with the enemies of the king.

Down to the 1420s the closest match was ‘prisonnier de bonne guerre [prisoner of “good” war]’ (1415). More commonly, in the fourteenth century a combatant would be said to have been ‘pris … par/ pour fait de guerre’ (taken … by act of war) (1351, 1360), ‘tempore guerrarum … captum fuisse’ (having been taken in time of war) (1363, 1369). In 1363, English Suits Before the Parlement of Paris, 1420–1436, C. T. Allmand and C. A. J. Armstrong, eds. (London, 1982), pp. 31, 33.


BL, Add. Ch. 3622 (24 April 1428).

AN, X1a 4791, fol. 8v–9r (2 December 1415). ‘Good war’ in this example seems to refer to the circumstances of open war as opposed to truce and ‘guerre couverte’ (a form of private war), rather than to the circumstances of ‘just’ as opposed to ‘ unjust’ war, but this is not wholly clear. There are later occurrences after the 1420s of the phrases ‘prisonnier de bonne guerre’ and (prisoners captured) ‘in facto bone guerre’. AN, X1a 67, fol. 105r (10 June 1430); 9194, fol. 144r (4 August 1436).
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1365, 1367), 20 ‘pris de guerre’ (taken in war) (1370, 1380), 21 as opposed, it would seem, to having been illegitimately taken during a period of truce. 22 Yet it must be noted that such phrases as, for instance, ‘emprisonner pour fait de guerre’ (1425), ‘in facto bone guerre capti’ (1430) and ‘prisonnier de bonne guerre’ (1436) were still commonly used in the 1420s and 1430s. 23

Does the appearance of the term ‘prisoner of war’ mark a change in attitudes and mentalities? Here it would help to know exactly who was designated a prisoner of war. We can see that all the named individuals who are qualified in the sources as prisoners of war can be identified as soldiers: that is, the English knight John Cressy, 24 the French knight Jean de la Haie, 25 the Welsh knight Matthew Gough, 26 and the two Burgundian esquires, Jean de Rochebaron 27 and Guérart de Brimeu. 28 Whether or not this association of captured combatants with prisoners of war was wholly systematic is difficult to say. This provokes another equally important question. Who would be considered as a combatant and who would not? The Hundred Years War was a period in which there was no permanent army, at least not until French military reforms in the 1440s; arguably the whole of society was thus involved in the effort of war. 29 It is perhaps no coincidence that the notion of prisoner of war emerged in the 1420s after the treaty of Troyes had been sealed. This was when the English king had become legitimate heir to the French throne and the French supporters of the dauphin became rebellious subjects. There was therefore a more pressing need to define a status of combatant and prisoner of war – men who would have their lives saved as opposed to the traitors and criminals who faced the death penalty. This hypothesis

20 Timbal et al., La Guerre, p. 115 (23 February 1367), p. 129 (2 April 1365), p. 36 (4 March 1363).
21 TNA, SC 8/118/5878 (c. 1372–7); TNA, Memoranda Rolls, 156 (13 May 1380).
22 For instance, Jean Jodrell of Poitou asked John of Gaunt and the Council for assistance in paying his ransom following his capture in the king’s service by the Lord of Mareuil, ‘come il ad esté plusieur foit pris de guerre … et que le samady devant Noel derrein passé en temps de triwe fust pris’. He claimed to have lost all his horses, equipment and chattels ‘et qanqz il avoit et est mys a 300 franks’, and that he could not pay this ransom. TNA, SC 8/118/5878.
23 AN, X1a 4794, fol. 83v (15 May 1425); X1a, 67, fol. 105r (10 June 1430); X1a, 1904, fol. 144v (4 August 1436).
25 AN, X1a 4797, fol. 213v–216r (22 December 1434).
26 AN, X1a 9193, fol. 156v (4 August 1436). On Matthew Gough, see A. D. Carr, ‘Gough, Matthew (d. 1450)’, in ODNB.
27 ADN, B 1988, fol. 172v (18 May 1445).
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of the impact of the changing political scene on the status of prisoner of war will be more fully discussed in Chapter 3.

The modern association of the status of prisoner of war as deriving from the status of combatant applied in the Hundred Years War, at least in the fifteenth-century phase. This is, I hope, the closest this study ever comes to anachronism since I have endeavoured to examine the evidence in the context of the period alone. In this study, therefore, for the sake of clarity and simplicity, prisoners of war are combatants who were captured by the enemy.\(^n\)

The context of the Hundred Years War

How widespread was the ransoming of prisoners of war in the Hundred Years War? How favourable a context for the ransoming of prisoners of war was this conflict? Or, in other words, how did the political issues at stake in the Hundred Years War impact on the practice of ransoming? The face of war had changed in the late Middle Ages with the slow appropriation of the concept of sovereignty. Private (or seigneurial) wars were not eradicated, but the idea that only sovereign authorities were entitled to wage war had spread widely.\(^o\) A just war, as I have already highlighted, was now a public war.\(^p\) This was significant since only for such a war were lawyers agreed that there was no limit on the taking of spoil and prisoners.\(^q\) In that sense, the Hundred Years War, in which French and

---

\(^{n}\) Non-combatants too could be ransomed. It has therefore been a challenge for me on more than one occasion to distinguish combatant from non-combatant prisoners. On the ransoming of non-combatants, see the studies of Nicholas A. R. Wright, ‘Ransoms of Non-Combatants During the Hundred Years War’, *JMH*, 17 (1991), 323–32; Knights and Peasants: The Hundred Years War in the French Countryside (Woodbridge, 1998), especially pp. 62–79. While evidence gathered in these two works is more particularly focused on the fourteenth century, the treaty rolls (TNA, C 76), especially at the very end of the conflict, provide examples of merchants who received safe-conducts to go back to their estates and return with the money for their ransom. Many more examples could surely be added here.


\(^{q}\) KLW, p. 70.
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English kings were opposed, with the latter claiming the kingdom of the former, was the perfect ground for such war practices. This, however, did not necessarily accord with the political aims of the two crowns. In theory, the royal authorities had the wherewithal to control private ransoms. That same concept of sovereignty which was a necessary condition for prisoner-taking could be used to place a cap on the practice. Some theorists, such as Honorat Bovet, writer of a chivalric treatise entitled *The Tree of Battles* in the second half of the 1380s, considered that all prisoners should be handed over to the crown since war was waged on its behalf and soldiers were in its pay. The crown could dispose of them as it wished.

In addition, sovereignty established the French king as an emperor in his kingdom. Any offence to the king’s sovereignty or majesty could be considered as *lèse-majesté*, which, if applied with full rigour, could send a traitor to the scaffold. The Hundred Years War was essentially a fight about sovereignty, whether over Aquitaine or over the whole kingdom of France. Any prisoner taken in this conflict could, in theory, have found himself guilty of *lèse-majesté* and executed. Taken to the extreme, the argument of sovereignty concerned all the people who set foot on French soil. It was argued in the *Parlement* of Paris in 1443 that, since the French king was emperor in his kingdom, anyone who arrived in France automatically became a French subject and thus owed loyalty and obedience to the French king. If he failed to do this, he would be guilty of *lèse-majesté*. Therefore, the argument follows that the English invasion of France was an attack on the majesty of the king, and any Englishman who took part in it was thus guilty of *lèse-majesté*. (This politico-legal argument, which was put forward after the Treaty of Arras in 1435, denied the founding principle of the treaty of Troyes which gave the French crown to an English king.)

In practice, however, evidence in the Hundred Years War of ‘private’ ransoms – that is, ransoms demanded from prisoners of war by individual
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Captors or masters rather than by sovereign authorities – is simply overwhelming, even if the English crown had the right to a share in the profits of war. To date, the concentration of the historiography on prisoners of war in the Hundred Years War has been on the impact that ransoms had, in many different circumstances, on the career, life and family of prisoners. The sustained interest of the scholarly community in this particular aspect of the topic is all the more fascinating to us now when the fate of prisoners of war is governed by international humanitarian laws. However, these case studies of individuals are far from representative of the whole of society, since they are focused without exception on the high nobility and often those of royal blood. To some degree this has been as a result of the surviving sources. As we go down the social ladder, the evidence becomes increasingly rare, fragmentary and scattered – too much so to be able to build a study around an individual case. The ransom culture was not, however, strictly or solely aristocratic, as is shown, for instance, by the studies of Chris Given-Wilson and Françoise Bériac–Lainé on the prisoners of Poitiers (1356) and my own on the prisoners of Agincourt (1415). Yet, the portrait painted by the aristocratic case studies, which often involved impossibly large ransoms for

37 The captor of a prisoner was considered as his master once he had taken the oath of his prisoner to be good and loyal to him. This terminology will be further discussed in due time (see pp. 19–20). From a practical point of view, the existence of these two terms allows for a distinction to be made between the actual captor of a prisoner and subsequent ‘masters’ to whom the prisoner may have been transferred. In general, therefore, I have used the term ‘master’ in this study to qualify any ‘owner’ of a prisoner whom we cannot be sure was the original captor. This is often the case.
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which payments were protracted over many years and which, in some instances, caused the demise of an entire lineage, needs to be balanced. Indiscriminate massacres of lower-ranking prisoners still took place in the Hundred Years War, right until the end of the conflict.\(^{40}\) However, it is instructive that commoners such as John More and Jean de Rousselet, two sergeants-at-arms, could claim, towards the end of the Hundred Years War, to have been ruined by no less than seven and fourteen captures respectively during their long careers in the service of the English crown in France. It indicates not only that the ransom culture embraced the whole social spectrum but also that the process of ransoming could run smoothly and quickly enough to allow a succession of returns to service and further captures.\(^{41}\) The well-preserved English records of Norman garrisons in the fifteenth century, together with various administrative and legal documents, are particularly valuable in shedding light on the application of the ransom system to soldiers of lower rank, as will be revealed in Chapter 5.\(^{42}\)

Ransom was not the only fate that awaited combatants who survived their capture. Michael K. Jones, for instance, has described the mechanisms of what he called ‘ransom brokerage’, which involved the intervention of a ‘broker’ or patron who organised, in broad terms, the exchange of prisoners of war.\(^{43}\) Yet this system implied the disbursement of large sums of money.\(^{44}\) Bankrupt prisoners could still be offered alternative ways to regain their freedom, such as changing allegiance. Political and strategic factors can also influence the fate of prisoners, as we will see in Chapters 2 and 3. But ransoms, or the idea of putting a price on the liberation of the prisoner, remained the favourite option for the great majority in military society. Ransom was therefore widespread and, by the end of the war, had reached every echelon of the social hierarchy. Evidence also shows that ransoms were deep-rooted in the social mores as they applied from the beginning of the Hundred Years War,\(^{45}\) and almost

---

\(^{40}\) On killings, see pp. 38–9, 46–8.
\(^{41}\) CPR 1441–6, p. 315; TNA, E 404/52/232 (21 August 1446).
\(^{42}\) The full potential of the counter-rolls of Norman garrisons in English Normandy in the first half of the fifteenth century was shown in P. Contamine, ‘Rançons et butins dans la Normandie anglaise, 1424–1444’, in La Guerre et la paix au moyen âge, Actes du 101e congrès des sociétés savantes (Paris, 1978), pp. 241–70; reprinted in his La France aux XIVe et XVe siècles: hommes, mentalités, guerre et paix (London, 1981). Although I have consulted a lot of these documents in French and English archives, I am still much indebted to Contamine’s study, as the reader will realise.
\(^{44}\) Jones’s ransom brokerage and exchanges of prisoners are revisited in Chapter 5.
\(^{45}\) The case of William Montagu, earl of Salisbury, is a counter-example. He was captured by the French near Lille in 1340. Philip VI would have threatened him with death, but he was ultimately